Abstract -The computation method proposed in this paper, named ADNIA (Analysis Differential Numeric Interpolate Algorithms), computes waypoints Cartesian coordinates for TCP (tool centre point) of a robotic arm, for a motion on an linear or circular imposed trajectories. At every sampling period of time, considering real-time software implementation of ADNIA, the location matrix of a robotic arm is computed. This computation method works with a well-defined value of motion speed; it results a maximum computation precision (for those motions).
INTRODUCTION
The paper describes the real-time computation method for robotic arm motions, upon imposed trajectories, named ADNIA (Analysis Differential Numeric Interpolate Algorithms).
Some considerations regarding the importance of industrial robots, in manufacturing process, are described in this first paragraph.
Industrial production (manufacturing) is a complex process, the decisions result of combination and use of involved factors. About manufacturing process, the important factors are: environmental and natural resources, scientific and technological resources, quality of management. The multitudes of factors that determine industrial production are identified by the so called socio-political environment generously given. About manufacturing, an important method of qualitative growth is manufacturing automation. Automation, not only refers to the development of the means of production, but also to its integrative aspects, in relation of all system levels of industrial structure, to the human factor.
Many automation facilities have as purpose the replacement of human activity, in the manufacturing process; the mainly functions of them is to help about the automatization of the machining tasks, concerning the technologic processes; tasks requiring the intervention of the hand human operator, under the supervision of the eye (the whole action is coordinated by the human brain). Possibly, such operations are: start-stop equipment, loading and unloading, assembly-disassembly work items (pieces, parts), change or handling tools, testing, processing, inspection, comparison, repair or maintenance.
Regarding industrial production (manufacturing) systems, it is needful to emphasize the means of work; one particularly powerful is: industrial robots [1] - [8] . About industrial production efficiencies and necessarily required organizational activities: leadership, management, correlation in time and space, the industrial robots are very useful, in order to achieve objectives. So, the concept of interest allocation (as a function of effective industrial production plan and management) is implemented by industrial robots, in the manufacturing process. Among the important objectives of manufacturing (industrial production) systems, (regarding the concept of allocation), it is the growth adaptability of those systems to the changing social demand or to the environment, while reducing resource consumption. An important role, particularly in this respect, has the industrial robots [1] , [5] .
In purpose to define a location and command a motion of an industrial robot, more exactly, of a robotic arm (a specific industrial robot that is similar with human arm), it must be defined the location matrix [2] , [4] : 16 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The motion of a robotic arm may be imposed, upon a linear or a circular trajectory; an imposed trajectory of motion is necessary during an industrial process executed by the robotic arm, as painting or welding industrial process. The imposed trajectory for a robotic arm may be defined by computation of every location matrix for every waypoint, upon the trajectory. This computation, working with ADNIA algorithms, will be described in this paper. Those algorithms were implemented about metal cutting industrial process, on CNC machines. [7] Those algorithms were not been described about robotic arms motion; the paper describes the adaptation of this algorithm for robotic arm motion.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the computation method about robotic arm motion, on a linear or circular imposed trajectory and Section 3 describes the computations about a variable orientation of a robotic arm, during the motion on a linear or circular imposed trajectory. Based on the results of the tests performed, several conclusions are presented in the last section.
II. ADNIA FOR LINEAR OR CIRCULAR TRAJECTORY OF ROBOTIC ARMS
This paragraph describes the computation method about robotic arm motion, on a linear or circular imposed trajectory; the robotic arm has a constant orientation, during the motion. The ADNIA computation starts with the number of sampling periods of time, necessarily for traverse the linear trajectory, named N [2] , [4] (the value of sampling periods of time is t  ):
The N value must be an integer value; about (2), the rounding computation find the next integer value of the value computed (for example, if the result value is 22.1 the round value must be 23).
Then, the linear ADNIA computes the values of linear space steps, necessary to be performed at every sampling period of time, for each axle (executed motion at every sampling period of time), named axle steps:
. The interpolating process of the linear trajectory run and computes the waypoints, P k (x k ;y k ;z k ), considering [2] :
Let consider the interpolation process of a linear trajectory; defined by Table I:   TABLE I. VALUES OF CARTESIAN COORDINATES
Step The spherical coordinates.
In Fig. 2 , the Cartesian coordinates system, named OXYZ mdf ; is properly chosen, in purpose to have a constant value of R, for spherical coordinates of waypoints upon the circular trajectory.
Every waypoint upon the circular trajectory is defined by its spherical coordinates:
). , , ( The execution precision is limited by the motion precision of the mechanical part of the equipment. Another limitation of the motion command process was the chosen place for mounting the measuring transducer, it was on axis of electrical engines (it was not on the TCP); possible malfunctions of the motion transmission chain can't be detected.
The software implementation worked with Assembly language for Intel microprocessor. The challenge for the future is to implement the same computation with Assembly language for Intel microcontroller. 
; those versors define the three axles: OX, OY and OZ, Fig. 3 : 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The ADNIA algorithms may be successfully applied for computing the location matrix for every waypoint upon an imposed linear or circular trajectory, in the case of the robotic arm motion. The imposed trajectory enforces the axle components values of position vector: p  ; its components upon the three axles must be computed with (3) for a linear trajectory and with (7) for a circular trajectory; the motion speed is imposed and it has a constant value.
At every sampling period of time, during the real-time running of ADNIA algorithm, the Cartesian coordinates of another waypoint is computed, thus it results the maximum computation precision, (for motion command process, upon a linear or circular imposed trajectory).
ADNIA algorithms work with an imposed constant value for motion speed, upon the trajectory, this being an advantage.
During the trajectory traverse with a variable orientation of robotic arm, about computation of orientation versors (vector with module equal to 1), the number of angle steps is equal with steps number computed for trajectory traverse (it is imposed by interpolation process of the trajectory). The axle components of orientation versors must be computed according with circular ADNIA.
